
Territorial and urban inequality is a major challenge in sustainable development, leading 
to significant irregularities in the distribution of amenities and human flows and calling for 
rebalancing interventions. Solving this structural issue requires overcoming the dualistic 
oppositions of center/periphery, natural/anthropized, touristic/non-touristic. At the urban 
scale, this entangles diffusely improving the quality of life, reorganizing mobility systems and 
canals, regeneration in its many forms and modalities, and flow diversion to avoid overcrowding 
and congestion. 
At the territorial scale, it means rethinking connections, valorizing each place’s peculiarities 
and pivoting on them to generate new attractive hubs and restructure tourism. These objectives 
underlie fine-tuning more suitable, multidisciplinary, and adaptive tools to understand urban 
and territorial contexts and performing broader reflection and bottom-up investigation of each 
place’s needs, potential, and optimal upgrades within its complex and interrelated system. 
The detailed analysis of mobility systems and flows is also crucial in this respect. 
Thus, this session welcomes contributions on the presentation of best practices in urban and 
territorial rebalancing and regeneration, analytical methodologies on flows and areas, case 
studies on specific contexts, as well as philosophical and epistemological reflections on the 
new role and meaning of territorial systems, polarities, and urban environments.
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